
CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

A variable speed drive regulates the speed of the motor, and in turn the speed of the pump or 

l~lll, bv controlling the energy that goes into the motor, rather than restricting the flow of a 

process running constantly at full speed. 

;\ variable speed drive can save over 60(% of the energy. This is possible as it controls the 

energ~' at source, only using as much as is necessary to run the motor with the required 

speed and torque much in the same way as the accelerator in the car controls the engine. As 

acceptance of the technology increases, variable speed drives are gaining market share 

across a range of Industries. During the last few decades, the variable speed controlling of 

J\C motors have been popular due to the achievements of higher efficiency, smooth 

controlling, reliability and the expanston of lifetime of the equipments. Es.pecially the 

variable speed controlling on induction machines have been very popular since the 

simplicity and the low cost of the machines itself Therefore several controlling mechanisms 

had been introduced on controlling the induction machine. Mainly, these are open loop 

control systems. During this project work it is tried to check the availability methods and to 

introduce closed loop control system on three-phase induction motor. In addition to that at 

the steady state operation a novel approach is proposed to eliminate the torque ripple in the 

torque profile. The controller is planned to be implemented in a microcontrollcr. 

Recently, electronic power and control systems have matured to allow these components to 

be used f(Jr motor control 111 place of mechamcal gears. These electronics not only control 



the motor's speed, but can improve the motor's dynamic and steady state characteristics. In 

addition, electronics can reduce the system's average power consumption and noise 

generation of the motor. Induction motor control is complex due to its nonlinear 

characteristics. While there arc different methods for control, Variable Voltage Variable 

Frequency (VVVF) or VI/is the most common method of speed control in open loop. This 

method is most suitable for applications without position control requirements or the need 

for high accuracy of speed control. Examples or these applications include heating, air 

conditiomng, l~ms and blowers. VI/ control can be implemented by using lovv cost 

microcontrollcrs, rather than using costly digital signal processors (DSPs). 

In manv heating, ventilation, and air conditioning (I IVAC) applications, air handler motors 

are either ofT, or on at full speed. llowcver, by adding variable speed control to the air 

handler. significant energy savings over the standard on/oiT control can be realized, resulting 

in significantly reduced cost of operation. The task or designing the variable speed air 

handler is greatly simplified by using the Microchip microcontrollcr. 

Achievernent in brief 

In particular, variable speed drives can be used to reduce energy consumption in fan and 

pump systems. A pump or fan running at half speed consumes only one-eighth or the energy 

or one running at full speed. The power required to run a pump or a l~m is proportional to 

the cube of the speed. This means that if I 00% flow requires full power, 75 1% requires 

(0 75)1cc 4211o or full power, and 50 1~o now requires (0.5)3= 12.5% of the power. 
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/\sa small reduction or the speed can make a big di!Tcrcnce on the energy consumption, and 

a~ man\ ran ;md pump systems run at less than full capacity a lot or the time. a vanahlc speed 

dnvc ca11 111ake huge savmgs compared to a motor driving an application u11dcr 

mechanical control A vanablc speed drive call also make it possible to slop a motor 

completely when it IS not requtred as re-starting with a variable speed drive causes I'm less 

stress than startmg d1recl on I me- soft start is an inherent feature of the drive. Regulating the 

motor speed has added benelil of easily accommodating capacity rises without extra 

lnvc..·stlncnl, as speed 111creases or 5-20(~/(J is no problem with an /\C variable speed drive as 

loll):! as there is enough spare capacity in the system. 
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Figure I. 1 - Variable speed drive l'or Air 11ow controll111g 

Hy malchlllg the per!'onnance of the molor to the needs of the process, vanablc speed drives 

c<lll L!-IVC major savings. compared to the wasteful practice or running the motor at full speed 

against ;1 restnct1o11 to lllodulatc outpu!. 
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